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Pegasus Mix (3 ton hopper & 6 meters wide planter)

Pegasus Mix is a system with a trailed hopper and the attached 
equipment which can be either a planter or a seeder or any other 
thing. Pegasus mix has it’s own independent hydraulic unit. 

New Projects
In 2017,we attended to Agritechnica 2017 Fair with 
these 2 machines. Our research&development team 
continue to work on the new projects.

TranSeeder R250 (2 in 1 - Tillage and Sowing)

As the latest project of R&D team, Transeeder R250 is 
useful for combined sowing operations. 
It’s possible to seed on the last unharvested crop 
without to use another equipment for tillage.







Cultivator



Thus pneumatic planting machine ensures minimum seed consumption 
and optimal product yield. It is possible to plant sunflower, corn, soybean, 
peanut, watermelon, melon, squash, non-fibrous cotton, beet, cucumber, 
fennel, tomato, kochia, vegetable and onion seeds with utmost precision. 
The distance between rows can be in between 27 cm and 90 cm. Distance 
above rows is variable. There are 4, 5, 6, 8, 12 rows are in available.

The planting units consist of major components such as a furrow
opener with adjustable level which scrapes large lumps of soil and dry soil 
in the front, the seed tank, seed cell, diffusing unit, seed planting axe, 
covering hoes with adjustable level pressure whell and a cord which 
adjusts the level of the pressure wheel. In machine with fertilizer 
equipment, the fertilizer thanks may be optionally
made of plastic or steel.

There are different options according to sowing unit types, fertilising 
units, frames and the number of rows.

Sowing units can be in two different types:
-Axe type 
-Disc type

For disc type machines, fertiliser coulters are also produced 
with double-discs.

Frame types; this machine has x-frame and fixed frame options. It is very 
easy and safe to slide the sowing units on x designed frame alternative.

Fertiliser units; the planter can be with or without fertiliser tank. There 
are two types of fertiliser tanks which are plastic and metal. 
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facilitates to set units 
without spend much effort.

between units are adjusting 
easily thanks to special 
produced X-Frame.

The attachment design

This bar

The distance

of the planter is a modern solution for the 
connection to the tractor. Just one person 
can easily connect the planter 
to the tractor .

The markers 
are opening and closing by the support 
of hydraulic pistons.

Pneumatic
Precision
Planters

provides the vacuum required for
the seeds to hold on to the planting plate holes. 

The fan system on the 
prenumatic planter



AXE TYPE

For axe type machines, fertilizer legs are 
also produced in spring load axe type.





It’s very easy to set units in 
seconds with unit lifting arm.

The compact and usable 
design of the seed disc and 
vacuum system offer perfect 
precision planting.
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Coulter Disc

TELESCOPIC FRAME
Produced both in coulter type and disc type.
The machine is designed in way that the units on
two ends are clustered in the main frame.
The purpose is to prevent the machine from going 
off the measurements that are set by highway 
commission by clustering during road transportation.



Pneumatic
Precision
Planters
Optional Parts

Seed Control System
You can calculate the area that you sowed by using this device. It’s possible 
to see how many seed you spent from the screen. It alerts the operator if 
the seed not fall on the ground.

Front Pressure
Wheel Setv
This feature is an essential for beet 
planting by the pneumatic 
precision planter.

Powder Chemical
Distributor
Extra tank for powder chemicals and fertilizers 
with MaterMacc® Micro Volumex 
dosage system.

Disc Type
Furrow Opener
According to soil conditions and sowing 
choices, this option is available 
for our customers.
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Universal seed drill is a transmission-type modern plantig machine that may plant 
all cereal seeds like wheat, barley, oat and rye and large and medium seeds such 
as corn, soybean, pea, chickpea, lentil, rape with precision. 

Thank to this transmission gear, it can also plant small seeds such as canola, 
clover, kochia, onion, carrot, tomato, and, spinach with utmost precision. 

The universal seeders are available in different models according to some
different properties listed below.

Coulter Types can be in three different types:
-Spring loaded axe type of coulter
-Single disc type of coulter 
-Double disc type of coulter

Attachment to the tractor can be either with 3 point linkage system which means 
hydraulic mounted type or the seeder can be trailed. Trailed seeders can not be 
with spring loaded coulters. Also for the double and single disc type of coulters 
are available for certain sizes. Please have a look at the following pages. 

Fertiliser Units ; The seeder can be with or without fertiliser unit. The ones with 
fertiliser unit have hoppers divided in two where one section is for seed and the 
other for fertiliser. Also there are two gearboxes in order to make dosage
adjustment for seed and fertiliser independent  from one another.

Working width ; In order to get the suitable machine, you have to determine the 
size of the seeder. Please have a look at the technical specification tables for each 
type and choose the correct size of the seeder. 

variable-speed transmission box.



The variable-speed 
transmission is stable,
durable and precise for every kind of seed 
sowing operations.

It’s simple to adjust the amount of the seed 
to be sowed which was calculated, by the 
lever and the scale on the transmission box.

The seed distributor unit 
is made of high-tech plastics and it 
assures durable dosage.

The marking operation 
is very easy by the support of hydraulic 
pistons which are standard in all universal 
seed drill models. The tine harrow system 

assures that the seed is covered with soil.

Universal
Seed Drills





The sowing discs are durable 
and strong for the tough 
soil conditions.

This attachment design 
allows you to attach your 
tractor without much effort.

Specifications    Unit Single Disc
Number of Coulters pcs 19    21       23           27                31

2470    2730       2990               3510            4030

2785    3035       3285               3830            4156

1600           1600        1600            1600            1600

2480            2480        2480            2480            2480

130    130       130           130            130

330     360        390            480            510

310     340        370            450      480   

1040     1120        1160           1320         1560

50-60     60-70       70-80             80-90        90-100

60+     70+        80+               100+         110+

600/16    600/16          600/16         7.0/15.3     7.0/15.3   

5-7     5-7        5-7            5-7               5-7

Distance Between Rows mm

Work Width  mm

Handling Width mm

Handling Height mm

Handling Length mm

Seed Tank Volume  Lt

Fertiliser Tank Volume   Lt

640     700        760            930         1000Tank w/o Fertiliser Vol   Lt

Tire Size   

Operating Speed          Km/h

Weight     Kg

Required Power   KW

Required Power   HP

SINGLE DISC
The universal seed drill is a planting machine of 
hydraulically suspended type which is capable of 
planting by attaching to a tractor by a three-point 
suspension mechanism.

Single discs machines have a seed-directing system 
as standard. Thus the seed falls to the back of the 
coulter, into the drill from a very short distance.

The variable-speed transmission and planting seed 
gears enable the seeds to be spread to the soil 
evenly and in desired amount. Fertilizer is spread 
with sheave gears, thanks to the variable-speed 
transmission on the machine.

The distance between rows is 130 mm in single
disc machines.

This type of machines are manufactured with 19, 
21, 23, 27, 31 rows and with or without 
fertilizer equipment

Optionally, the machines can be equipped with 
indentation systems and decare-meters.





TRAILED TYPE
Trailed type universal seed drills are designed for the 
tractors which are 60 hp or more. This means, you 
don’t need a high power tractor for the sowing 
operations.

Trailed type universal seed drills can sensitively plant 
all the grain seeds such as wheat, barley, oat, rye and 
the seeds of coarse or medium size such as corn, soy, 
pea, chickpea, lentil, ball etc.

Thanks to variable-speed tranmission, it can also 
sensitively plant the small seeds such as canola, 
clover, sorghum, onion, carrot, tomato, spinach etc. 

It’s produced as 3 and 4 meters, single disc type and 
double disc type with and without fertiliser 
unit options.

Specifications           Unit With Disc

Number of Coulters pcs 20

2800

3600

1580

3600

140

3000

390

1310

45-52

60+

7.50×16/12HR

5-7

Distance Between Rows mm

Work Width  mm

Handling Width mm

Handling Height mm

Handling Length mm

Seed Tank Volume  Lt

Fertiliser Tank Volume   Lt

370Tank w/o Fertiliser Vol   Lt

Tire Size   

Operating Speed          Km/h

Weight     Kg

Required Power   KW

Required Power   HP

The tank hatch opens 
teasily with the support 
of the dampers.

This pin is used for to 
disconnect the wheels from 
the gearbox and access to 
transportation mode.

It’s possible to adjust and 
fix the pressure of the 
sowingunits.



APV®Fertilizer
This is the new feature for 
applying the microgranulised 
fertilizers with the universal 
seed drills.

Tracer unit
Tracer unit is a solution to drop a trace 
after the seed drill which will be used for 
the applications like spraying, irrigation, 
fertilization, etc. This feature facilitates to 
move in the field without waiting until the 
plants are come into leaf.

Tramlining System 
The tramlining system is useful for to make a traffic line in the field.
When it’s programmed for the tramlining operation, it stops the 
seeding on the row which was selected before.

Universal
Seed Drills

The capacity of the fertilizer tank can be 
increased with this feature.

Optional Parts

Additional
Fertilizer Tank
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Cultivator
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Cultivator
This is the modern Cultivator Which is used 
to hoe the soil following the plantation and 
to struggle with the weeds.
İrtem Cultivator is a modern hoeing machine which is used in order to 
loosen the soil of the plant that is being developed following 
the plantation and to struggle with the weeds.

The procedure of loosening the soil is a procedure which is required 
for accelerating the plant root development by increasing the rate of 
air in the soil and by reducing the evaporation and water loss. Thanks 
to the adjustable discs connected to the units, it helps to cover the 
developing plant with soil and to break the soil crusting which had 
formed between the rows. The units have a structure of which the 
distances between the rows and depths can easily be adjusted and 
they operate easily without being effected from the heights on the 
land since they operate independent of each other. 

There is a movement disc with transmission in the machines with 
fertilization equipment. This way, the desired quantity of the fertilizer 
to be thrown can accurately be adjusted. In the machines without 
fertilization equipment, guide discs are attached, instead of move 
ment disc, so that the machine does not divert from between the 
rows. Consequently, the machine enables hoeing without slipping 
even sloped land and without damaging the plant.  

İrtem Cultivator is produced with or without fertilization equipment as 
based on the demand.



Cultivator

Land upheaval and cutting 
the weed are performed by 
cultivator legs. Filister discs 
prevent short plantlets from 
being covered with soil 
cultivator legs throw in right 
and left parts of the units.

The desired quantity of the 
fertilizer to be thrown can 
accurately be adjusted by the 
transmission table.

This hoeing machine has X 
chassis which is facilitate to 
slide units.

Specifications       Unit

With   mm 3000           3000            4500          4500

2510           2260            2510         2260

0-120          0-120           0-120         0-120

360              -              496(2x248)     -

600-750     600-750        600-750     600-750

1420           1420            1420         1420

5-8             5-8               5-8               5-8

50-70         40-60           75-100         40-60

760            600             1020             790

Height   mm

Length                      mm

Operation Depth  mm

Fertiliser Tank Volume  Litre

Distance Between Rows   mm

Operating Speed  Km/h

Required Power  HP

Weight   Kg

5With
Fertiliser

Without
Fertiliser

Rows 7With
Fertiliser

Without
Fertiliser

Rows
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Where the water meets the soil.



is a functional, user-friendly
agricultural machine.

Hose Reel
Irrigation Machine

Hose-reel irrigation machines are flexible systems which provide a big irrigation capacity 
for your fields. The benefits of using these machines for irrigation can be listed as:
Low cost of investment compared with other systems
Long economic life
Water saving
Correct use of water supplies
Energy saving
Labour saving
Irrigation efficiency
Flexibility

The components of the system are the following:

Polyethylene  hose with 10 mm of thickness in elastic chacteristics, resistance to traction, 
granting bigger flow rates: all this make them better usable on any kind of soil.
The control panels, functioning at low voltage (12 Volt) and feeded by batteries and solar 
panels, offer many performances like: measuring of unwound hose and metres of hose to 
be rewound, control of flow rate, possibility to programm work speed, possibility to 
programm total time of irrigation. 

Water turbine & gearbox, which we may call the heart of the machine. The turbine 
transfers the water power to the gearbox. The gearbox with 4 different speed levels 
gives the motion to the rewinding system. We use top quality COMER components 
on our machines.

Sprinklers used on hose-reel irrigation machines have oscillating arm quick or slow 
return, having performances with throws varying from 30m to 75m, ensuring 
an excellent water breaking. The change of many tyoes of nozzles enable the farmer to 
choose the most suitable water breaking for his field and cultivation. We use top quality 
SIME sprinklers on our machines.

Spraying booms, as an alternative to sprinklers, enable the use of hose-reel irrigation 
machines also on delicate cultivations as vegetables and, thanks to use of atomizers and 
sprayers, they work at very low pressure with an energy saving until 50% as regards the 
use of sprinklers. The booms, manufactured in galvanised steel with excellent eveness 
and fine water atomization.
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Gun cart velocity (Meter/Hour) (m/h)

10

Capacity

m /h3kg /cm2 mtmm

26

28

Gun irrigation
diameter

Gun meter
pressure value

Gun
diameter

13 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43

WATER PER DECARE (m )3

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF THE IRRIGATION GUNS

MARINER 0 110

No wind

Planted irrigation
area

(%80 of the gun irrigation
area is taken)

I

58 45 37 31 27 39 35 31 29 26 24 23

64 49 40 34 29 26 23 21 19 17 16 15

61 47 38 32 28 24 22 20 18 16 15 14

72 55 45 38 33 29 26 23 21 19 18 17

76 59 48 40 35 31 27 25 22 21 19 18

81 63 51 43 37 33 29 26 24 22 20 19

86 66 53 45 39 34 31 28 25 23 21 20

89 68 55 47 40 35 32 29 26 24 22 21

67.2

75.20

81.60

86.40

72.00

78.40

83.20

88.00

39.3

48.0

49.6

62.2

55.0

63.7

71.2

78.0

84

94

102

108

90

98

104

110

3

4

5

6

3

4

5

6



90

300

2310

3000

3860

2250

8

90

400

2360

3230

3890

2500

8

300 mt 400 mt

110

400

2600

3470

4100

3200

10

400 mt

The irrigation speed 
irrigation time, start & 
stop are controlled from 
electronic control unit. 
This unit works with solar 
energy. The valve which is on 
the by-pass pipe controls the 
irrigation speed. 
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